
The ultimate solution 
for in-line inspections.

Cenozon’s In-Line Inspections (ILI) module provides operators with the complete 
control over the inspection process. ILI is the central database for managing 

inspection schedules, data, and reporting.

KEEP YOUR IN-LINE INSPECTIONS IN LINE

The Cenozon Way
Built from Cenozon’s acclaimed Pipeline 
Integrity Risk Manager (PIRM) platform,  

ILI provides operators with 
unprecedented ability to control their 

in-line inspections. Prioritize schedules, 
link documents and media to assets, and  
visualize which pipeline segments were 

part of an inspection in an interactive GIS 
mapping interface.

1 (866) 434-8111  |  CENOZON.COMHOW MUCH TIME & MONEY WILL YOU SAVE?

1.  Open the InstantChart™ app on  
any device or operating system

2.  Choose the meter; verify dates  
and times



DELIVERING INNOVATIVE PIPELINE SOFTWARE ON EVERY FRONT
Ask about Cenozon’s comprehensive suite of software for oil and gas pipeline 
operators: Pipeline Integrity Risk Manager, Measurement Manager, Measurement 
Schematics, PAS Schematics and HydroFlow. LEARN MORE AT CENOZON.COM

1 (866) 434-8111
CENOZON.COM

HOW ILI WORKS

SCHEDULING
Prioritize and track scheduling for future 
inspections 

ASSOCIATION
Store and link documents, photos, and videos 
to digitized, cloud-based ILI reports. With ILI, 
information is always where it is supposed to be 
- right where you need it.

REPORTING 
Easily access and share ILI project reporting

GIS VISUALIZATION
Visualize which pipeline segments were part 
of each inspection in PIRM schematics and in  
the PIRM mapping platform- and access all 
your data directly from PIRM.

INTEGRATION
Our in-house experts are always here to help

CENTRALIZATION
Review ILI report details at various levels of 
your organization (line, field, and corporate)

MODERN INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

INCREDIBLE CUSTOMER SUPPORT 
Cenozon’s ILI offers solid technology that’s dependable and easy to use, but when 
you have questions or need customizations, Cenozon offers fast, helpful support. 

We’re here when you need us.

THE IN-LINE ADVANTAGE

“We’re saving manpower and company resources in a few ways. We don’t have to spend  
time pulling inspection data from various sources when someone needs them. ”

– Current Cenozon Client


